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Our mission is to make
clothes that make you feel
good inside and out.
People and planet come first; we make everything with sustainable,
eco-friendly bamboo and our trademarked performance fabric
Bambor®. Our collections are made in a lovely, GOTS certified factory
in southern Turkey.
Our clothes are flattering, versatile and most importantly, durable —
better for you and the planet. Bamboo has a super soft hand feel which
feels amazing against your skin, once you’ve worn it there’s no going
back to synthetic clothing.
Multi-functionality is crucial to us; our activewear is purposefully
elegant so it can be worn as part of your everyday wardrobe too. This
collection also offers classic lifestyle pieces, as customers are becoming
more conscious about how and where their clothes are made and want
to ensure their clothing is ethical, as well as comfortable.
Each piece is made with longevity and versatility in mind. Designed to
take you effortlessly from day to night, beach to bar, work to weekends
and everywhere in between.
We hope you enjoy discovering this collection; we had so much fun
designing and shooting it in London and Brooklyn, New York.
Alice
Alice Asquith
Founder & Creative Director
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18 Years’ Experience
Since 2002 we’ve been on a journey
to help reduce global consumption by
making clothing that lasts.

Exceptional Eco Fabrics
At the heart of this lie the best quality eco fabrics: sustainable
bamboo viscose and our trademarked performance fabric,
Bambor® — a blend of bamboo, organic cotton and a small
amount of Elastane for additional stretch capabilities.

Soft but Tough
Bamboo feels super soft against your skin and Bambor®
moulds to your body for unrivalled support and comfort.
They are ideal fabrics for activewear as they are naturally
breathable, sweat-wicking and durable.
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Our Leggings Family
Our four styles are made from breathable,
sweat-wicking fabrics that won’t fade, go baggy
at the knees or get those annoying bobbles.

Flow With It Leggings

Move It Leggings

Smooth You Leggings

Karma Capri
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Flow With It Leggings

Our bestselling, classic
and comfortable leggings

100% opaque

Made with sweat-wicking
Bambor®
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Move It Leggings

Double depth waistband
to hold you in

Hip and side seam
details for ultimate bumsculpting

Made with naturally
breathable Bambor®
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Smooth You Leggings

With an integrated,
flattering foldover skirt

Covers and holds in your
bum and tops of thighs

Made with soft and
sustainable bamboo
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Karma Capri

A cropped version of
our bestselling Flow
With It Leggings

Made with breathable,
sweat-wicking Bambor®

Moulds to your body
for unrivalled comfort
and support
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Inspired by Nature,
Designed for Life.
A love of nature and respect for the environment is
central to Asquith. We are committed to working with
fabrics that have limited social and environmental
impact, but also feel super soft against your skin and
unbelievably comfortable to wear.
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Say hello
to our six
Bamboo
Pant styles
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Drawstring Pants
A loose fit pant designed with
complete freedom and comfort in
mind. With on trend side stripes
that match our Mellow Hoody.

Divine Pants
Relaxed, flattering fit with a tapered leg
and two wide contrast side stripes.
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Long Harem Pants
Classic street to studio pants with
deep elasticated ruched cuffs.

Lotus Cuff Pants
Super comfy pants, fitted at the thigh
and loose below the knee, with a contrast
coloured waistband and ankle ties.
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Live Fast Pants
A style halfway between a legging
and a pant, think legging at the top
and straight leg pant at the bottom.

Heavenly Harem Pants
7/8 length pants, great for seeing
ankle movement on the mat.
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Asquith take their clothing
seriously. You’re not just
investing in high-end yoga
tees but their principles”
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Think
Pink
Be Grace Batwing, Heavenly Harem Pants

Mix and match the collection
with our two favourite shades.
Cherry Pink and Blossom.
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Any old T-shirt just
won’t do when it
comes to tricky
yoga positions”
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Beautiful
Back Details

Open Back Tee
The perfect layering piece to
show off vest and bra details

Be Grace Batwing
Our bestselling top updated with a
cool wraparound chevron design
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Conquer Cami
A longstanding favourite with a built-in
bra and pretty crossover strap details

Live Fast Halter Neck
Flatters your shoulders and back
and features a built-in bra

Radiance Racer
Fitted racer back vest with a built-in
bra and flattering seam detailing
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I have developed a real aversion
to synthetic, shiny and overly tight
yoga wear, so continually find
myself going back to Asquith, whose
organic cotton and sustainable
bamboo clothes are super soft,
comfortable and go up to a UK size
18-20: conscious and inclusive”
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Yoga just got
cooler”
Sunday Telegraph
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Match our Mellow Hoody
with the Drawstring Pants
for a super comfy tracksuit
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Six Bamboo
Lifestyle Pieces
Bringing super soft to your
everyday wardrobe

Cargo Pants
We’ve brought back these pants to add
a bit of 90s cool retro to your wardrobe.
Flattering loose fit and very comfortable, a
true wear everywhere pant.
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Tied Up Tunic
This easy to wear midi dress is a summer
essential and available in three fresh colour
ways. A cool, loose fit with a handy tie to
accentuate your waist. Just add sunshine.
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Chi Culottes
Comfortably chic and very flattering,
our loose fit, high-waist culottes are
perfect to wear day through to night.
Look great teamed with vest tops,
sweatshirts or crisp white shirts.
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Mellow Hoody
Our breathable bamboo hoody is
a multi-tasking hero that goes with
everything. Available in two colour
ways with on trend contrast sleeve
stripes which you can match with
the rest of the collection.
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Midi Skirt
Every summer wardrobe needs a midi
skirt and this is one of the best. Super
soft, flattering with small side slits and
handy pockets. Available in vibrant
Emerald, Electric Blue and Ink.
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Lush Jumpsuit
Meet the most versatile jumpsuit —
wear it day and night with everything
from flip flops to stilettos. The loose fit
legs flatter all body types and we love
the open shoulder detail.
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People &
Planet First
Our collections are responsibly made in a lovely,
GOTS certified factory in southern Turkey.

Our factory was established 23 years ago by a Turkish
businesswoman. The 50–strong team work 8.5 hour
days, have weekends off and paid holidays. Most of
the employees have worked there for 10–25 years and
everyone is over 23 years old.
They have a fantastic cafeteria where they enjoy lunches
made with organic vegetables and salad grown on their
own roof terrace. As you can imagine, everyone is very
happy and we love visiting as often as we can.
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Balance Bra Top

Pure Vest

Balance Bra Top

Vest Tops

Radiance Racer
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Conquer Cami

Live Fast Boatneck

Go To Vest

Live Fast Halter

Conquer Cami

Vest Tops
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Freedom Tee

Bend It Tee

Scoop Batwing

Smooth You Tee

Be Grace Batwing

Short Sleeve Tops
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Mellow Hoody

Boogie Tee

Embrace Tee

Open Back Tee

Open Back Tee

Long Sleeve Tops
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Flow With It Leggings

Move It Leggings

Smooth You Leggings

Karma Capri

Live Fast Pants

Leggings
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Lotus Cuff Pants

Long Harem Pants

Divine Pants

Drawstring Pants

Heavenly Harem Pants

Pants
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Cargo Pants

Chi Culottes

Lush Jumpsuit

Midi Skirt

Tied Up Tunic

Lifestyle

Bambor® Tops

Balance Bra Top
ASQ/S20/113
XS

S

M

L

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ/S20/15
XL

Our Balance Bra Top can be
worn alone as a sports bra
or layered underneath our
vests and tees. An activewear
essential.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted top with a high
neckline, support bra and
extra long length, so you feel
comfortable in any yoga or
Pilates position. With contrast
piping and side panels to
enhance and flatter your
shape. Made with Bambor®
- the best quality organic
cotton and bamboo blend.

Japanese Floral
Abstract

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Blossom

Live Fast Halter
ASQ/S20/98
XS

S

M

L

Conquer Cami
ASQ/S20/61
XL

Fitted halter neck tank,
designed to fit like a second
skin, with a built-in shelf
bra for ease and comfort.
Incredibly flattering on your
back and shoulders and very
comfortable to wear as the
material allows your body to
breathe.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

Radiance Racer
ASQ/S20/82
XL

Fitted cami with elegant,
double crossover shoulder
straps at the back and a
medium support built in bra.
The long body and smooth
fit ensures it stays in place
during yoga and Pilates
practice. This is a perfect
activewear piece for wearing
in the gym and everyday.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Ink

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Fitted vest with a high
neckline and built-in bra,
so you’ll feel secure on and
off the mat. Seam detailing
flatters waists and the
racer back detail enhances
shoulders.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Smoke
Ink

Japanese Floral

Japanese Floral

Smoke

Abstract
Ink
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Bamboo Tops

Go To Vest
ASQ/S20/35
XS

S

M

Pure Vest
ASQ/S20/139
L

XL

XXL

Slim fitting bamboo vest with
a softly rounded neckline and
binding at neckline and arm.
This longer length top covers
hips and cleavage and is a
great layering piece under
your activewear or a jacket or
cardigan everyday.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Ink

XS

S

M

L

Bend It Tee
ASQ/S20/34
XL

XXL

Loose fit vest in soft textured
bamboo jersey, with neckline
and hem stitching detail. This
racer back top is perfect for
layering over our Balance
Bra Top.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Electric Blue

XS

S

M

L

Freedom Tee
ASQ/S20/86
XL

XXL

Long, fitted bamboo jersey
tee that covers your hips and
bottom, with short sleeves
and a gentle scoop neckline.
The side gathers at the hip
are designed to keep the
top in place and to act as a
flattering detail to cover up
the tummy.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Dark Grey Marl

XS

S

M

Be Grace Batwing
ASQ/S20/142 – ASQ/S20/07
L

XL

Easy-to-wear top made with
the softest bamboo fabric.
Featuring a front & back
seam detailing, short sleeves
to cover arms and flattering
V neckline. Can be worn hip
length — perfectly staying in
place during practice or up
higher for a more blouson
look.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Dark Grey Marl
Cherry Pink

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Meet our bestselling top.
Gently shaped, batwing
sleeve tee in super soft drapey
bamboo fabric. It is fitted at
the hip to stay in place during
yoga or Pilates practice but
also looks great worn as part
of your everyday wardrobe.
An easy to wear piece and
particularly great if you want
to cover your tummy.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Smooth You Tee
ASQ/S20/101
XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Easy-to-wear top made with
the softest bamboo fabric.
Featuring an elegant back
dart detail, short sleeves
to cover tops of arms and
a wide waistband to wear
at hip length — perfect to
keep the top in place during
practice or to wear every day.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Blossom

Pale Grey Marl
Ink

Pale Grey Marl

Cherry Pink

Electric Blue

Pale Grey Marl

Electric Blue/White Stripe

Baby Blue

Ink

Emerald
Ink
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Bamboo Tops

Embrace Tee
ASQ/S20/120
XS

S

M

L

Mellow Hoody
ASQ/S20/146
XL

XXL

Loose fit, 3/4-sleeve tee, with
6cm cuffs, slashed neckline
and a drawstring waistband.
The top sits just below your
waist and you can tie it up
for a more support whilst
you practice. Made with
super soft bamboo, it’s a
great layering piece over our
bamboo vests.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

Boogie Tee
ASQ/S20/145
XL

XXL

This comfortable, slouchy
hoody is made with super
soft bamboo. Designed with
dropped shoulders, flatlock
stitched seams, wide cuffs
and a large patch pocket at
the front.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Dark Grey Marl

XS

S

M

L

Open Back Tee
ASQ/S20/36
XL

XXL

Easy fitting vest in soft
bamboo jersey with neckline
and hem overlock stitching
detail. This loose, 3/4 Sleeve
top is perfect for layering
over Asquith vests for your
yoga and Pilates class or
wearing everyday with jeans
or skirts.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

Scoop Batwing
ASQ/S20/69
XL

Blending style with
performance this drapedback bamboo top is the
perfect layering piece. The
draped open back is made
for showing off bras and top
details. Sits on the hips with
long sleeves and a simple cut.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Ink

Ink

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

This is an update on our
bestselling Be Grace
Batwing. A casual top made
from a drapey, bamboo
jersey. Designed with a wide,
relaxed body, wear tucked
in or loose, as a layer or on
its own. With a low neck and
clean sleeveless openings.
Super comfortable and soft.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Electric Blue/White Stripe

Emerald

Pale Grey Marl

Blossom

Emerald
Pale Grey Marl
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Bambor® Pants

Live Fast Pants
ASQ/S20/30
XS

S

M

L

Flow With It Leggings
ASQ/S20/110
XL

XXL

Flattering, slim legged, fitted
pants are perfect for yoga,
Pilates or a workout. The
elasticated, double depth
waistband makes them
extremely comfortable and
secure. The hip and side seam
details have been designed
to flatter all figures and
shape your bottom.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Our bestselling, flattering,
fitted leggings with a
soft elastic waistband
and contrast colour side
piping detail. Easy to wear,
comfortable and 100%
opaque, they are great for
yoga, Pilates, a workout, or
everyday.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Japanese Floral

Move It Leggings
ASQ/S20/02
XS

S

M

L

XL

Karma Capri
ASQ/S20/92
XXL

These flattering leggings are
super soft against your skin
and hold you in. Perfect for
yoga, Pilates or a workout.
The elasticated, double
depth waistband makes them
extremely comfortable and
secure. The hip and side seam
details have been designed
to flatter all figures and
shape your bottom.
60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Smoke

XS

S

M

Karma Capri
ASQ/S20/161
L

XL

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted cropped leggings
with a soft elastic waistband
with contrast colour side
piping detail. Easy-to-wear,
comfortable and 100%
opaque, they are great for
yoga, Pilates, a workout or
everyday wear.

Fitted cropped leggings
with a soft elastic waistband
with contrast colour side
piping detail. Easy-to-wear,
comfortable and 100%
opaque, they are great for
yoga, Pilates, a workout or
everyday wear

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

60% Bamboo, 30% Organic
Cotton, 10% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Japanese Floral

Blossom

Abstract
Abstract

Smoke

Black

Ink

Ink
Black
Black
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Bamboo Pants

Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ/S20/27
XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ/S20/18
XS

S

M

L

Smooth You Leggings
ASQ/S20/126
XL

Relaxed fit, 7/8 length harem
pants in soft bamboo jersey.
Deep elasticated cuffs that
stay in place during yoga
practice. A very flattering cut,
featuring subtle gathering
detail and roomy side
pockets.

Super comfy pants, fitted at
the thigh and loose below the
knee, which feel super soft
against your skin. They have
a contrast colour detail at
the waist and an ankle tie in
self-fabric, so they can adjust
to any leg length.

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Electric Blue

XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, full-length leggings
with integrated fold-over
skirt to cover your bottom
and provide extra coverage.
Made with comfortable,
breathable bamboo that has
excellent stretch capabilities,
making them a perfect
dynamic pant.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Ink
Ink

Cherry Pink

Divine Pants
ASQ/S20/115
XS

S

M

Long Harem Pants
ASQ/S20/138
L

XL

XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

Drawstring Pants
ASQ/S20/140
XXL

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Relaxed pants with a
flattering tapered leg shape,
side pockets and gentle
gathering at the waist so they
don’t cling to your thighs. The
elasticated waistband means
they are designed to stay in
place during your practice they make a perfect addition
to your yoga and everyday
wardrobe.

A longer version of our
bestselling Harem pants.
Relaxed fit, full-length pants
made with the softest bamboo
jersey. With deep elasticated
ruched cuffs that stay in
place during yoga and Pilates
practice. Very flattering cut,
with gathering detail and
side pockets — a wardrobe
essential for all body types.

The drawstring pants have a
slightly wider leg, designed
with complete freedom and
comfort in mind. The perfect
pants for a slightly looser,
relaxed fit; slightly higher
waisted, with a drawstring tie
at the front waist and 1” width
elastic at the back waist — so
comfortable you won’t want
to take them off.

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Dark Grey Marl
Dark Grey Marl

Ink

Ink

Dark Grey Marl

Black

Dark Grey Marl

Electric Blue

Ink

Dark Grey Marl
Black
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Lifestyle

Cargo Pants
ASQ/S20/123
XS

S

M

L

Chi Culottes
ASQ/S20/132
XL

Relaxed fit update on an old
favourite. Flattering and oh
so comfortable. These Cargo
pants are updated in bamboo
jersey. With elasticated waist,
drawstring tie, cargo style
pockets and a tie at the hem.
Wear everywhere.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

Midi Skirt
ASQ/S20/135
XL

XXL

Loose fit, high-waisted
and very versatile culottes.
Made in the softest bamboo
jersey, with a secure but
soft waistband. These will
take you all the way through
summer - just throw on with
a relaxed sweatshirt or loose
tee.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

Lush Jumpsuit
ASQ/S20/144
XL

XXL

This floaty, flattering and
super soft skirt is what we
will be living in throughout
spring and summer. It sits
comfortably on your waist
with a soft elasticated
waistband and has elegant
side splits in the hem. Wear
bare legged in high summer
with sandals, or with tights
and boots for that tricky
transeasonal time of the year.

Dark Grey Marl
Dark Grey Marl
Ink

95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Ink

XS

S

M

L

Tied Up Tunic
ASQ/S20/136
XL

XXL

Meet the most versatile
jumpsuit. Wear barefoot
in the studio, with heels at
night, teamed with flip-flops
on holiday, or with trainers
everyday. With wide legs, a
flattering open shoulder and
soft elastic at the waistband
and self-fabric tie. In our
signature super soft drapey
bamboo jersey.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

This flattering, easy-to-wear
midi tunic is set to become
a wardrobe favourite. Made
with super soft bamboo it’s
very easy to dress up for work
or weekend lunches, but will
also be a brilliant throw on
for your holiday.
95% Bamboo, 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C
Cherry Pink
Ink

Ink
Electric Blue
Dark Grey Marl

Electric Blue & White
Stripes

Ink
Emerald
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+ 44 (0) 207 792 9414

contact@asquithlondon.com

www.asquithlondon.com

